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When a dominatrix named X is kidnapped
by a man with CIA credentials, she is given
a choice: dominate a billionaire named
Terry Compton or suffer the consequences.
But there are a few things that she should
know. The CIA has reason to believe that
Compton has been funding the movement
of artillery through the Middle East. And
another thing, theres a possibility that
Compton murdered his last dominatrix, a
CIA agent. Edge Play X starts simply
enough. Whip him and plant a bug. Tie him
up and take a few photographs of him in
case the CIA needs to blackmail him later.
Unsure if the government is telling her the
truth about Compton, X doesnt know what
to believe or whom to trust. Xs journey
takes her out of the dungeon and ultimately
on to discover the true nature of S&M.
After she goes to Paris with Compton and
encounters Simeon at an orgy, Xs life gets
even more complicated. Torn between
three menCompton, Simeon, and Michael,
a man who genuinely seems to want to help
herX forms a plan to free herself from the
situation and get some clarity. But other
players have different plans in mind for X.
Original, provocative, and seductive, Edge
Play X is an erotic thrill-ride that will leave
the reader wondering who is ultimately
dominating whom. Its time to experience
S&M fiction at its finest with this
cult-classic in the making.
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